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Hong Kong is a city that is closely related to water.Almost 96% of its boundary is enveloped by water.Therefore.the 
waterfront region is always a crucial area for us to be considered. However, when looking into the buildings along our 
remarkable Victoria Harbour, it seems that most of them are not responding thoroughly with the shore condition. 
The main intention of the thesis is to explore a new typology of waterfront building which is uncommon to Hong 
Kong. 
To start with, various examples of waterfront building are studied based on their architectural reaction towards 
water; besides, the construction techniques for waterfront buildings have also been looked into. 
A site in Hung Horn was chosen for design exploration. It is originally an industrial waterfront area containing a freight 
terminal and will be redeveloped to serve for cultural/ recreational use. - _ 
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The research objects to explore the design principles of waterfront building, so that their design can make full use of 
the characteristics of the water. 
An exploration on new potential waterfront building typology in Hong Kong was conducted, which aim to inject to 
A METHODOLOGY 
Step 2 
Observing the Hong Kong waterfront situation in general 
To obtain an overall Impression of existing local waterfront buildings and sort out their problem 
Collecting foreign waterfront building examples 
To collect good foreign waterfront buildings examples so that lessons can be learnt 
—The data collected is organized by categorize them according to the building relationship between land 
Step 3 Analyzing the collected examples 
—The assembled building cases are reviewed under different aspect, e.g. their spatial strategy in reacting 
with water, their structure, etc. 
Step 4 Looking back to the local waterfront situation ( Z o o m in study) 
The shoreline along the Victoria Harbour is taken for more in-depth study, in order to understand the 
types and programmatic distribution of the building alongside the water edge. 
——Problematic area along the harbour front would be identified for Implementation of thesis design 
proposal in the later stage 
Step 5 Selecting and analyzing the site 
To understand the site situation thoroughly by investigating it through various aspect, e.g., its accessibility, 
its view corridor, it potential, etc. 
Step 6 Composing design proposal 
Part I: in master planning level I Part 2: for a specific area In the site 
To apply the knowledge gained from the study of foreign waterfront building cases in tackling the 
challenges given by the selected site. 
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Here, different foreign building cases are collected for further investigation. Chosen precedents : 
according to their position relative to the water and land. 5 types have been derived as follows: 
TYPE I: INSHORE STRUCTUKH DEPARTS FROM THE SHOREUNE 
The building is constructed completely on land and is recessed from the shoreline. 
Space(s) is/are created at the water-land interface. 
TYPE 2: INSHORE STRUCRMI TOUCHES THII; SHOREUNE 
The building Is constructed completely < 
No setback Is present between the building and the > 
s side of the fecade situated alongside the shoreline. 
CoLLECTiON OF FORBGN BuiLDlNG EXAMPLES 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LAND WATER AND MARINE ARCHITECTURE 
TYPE 3: OnmonB STRUCTURE TOUCHB THE SHORAINE 
The building is built completely on water with one side of the facade directly touching the shoreline. It also includes 
cases that are built on man-made platform extending from the main shoreline, so that the building is surrounded by 
I 3 sides, with no obstruction from other buildings. 
TYPE 4; OmnoM simcvjM DEI-VWS FROM THE SMOREUNE 
The building is built completely on water so that it is either detached from the land < 
a structure, e.g. bridges or platforms. 
OTHERS: AHPHiBious BUILDING 
This type of buildings have no fixed relationship between the water and/or the land. There relationship i 
by the change in tide level. 
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The building is constructed completely on land and is recessed from the shoreline. Space(s) is/are created at the 
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TYPE 2 : INSHORE STRUCTURE TOUC^IES THE J ^ - J O ^ J U E 
The building is constructed completely on land with at least one side of the facade situated alongside the shoreline. 
No setback is present between the building and the water. 
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TYPE 3 : W A T E R CONTACTING S T R U C I M M WITH ICT CONMECTIOM TO THE LAND 
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The building is built completely on water with one side of the facade directly touching the shoreline. It also includes 
cases that are built on man-made platform extending from the main shoreline, so that the building is surrounded by 
water on 3 sides, with no obstruction from other buildings. 
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% TYPE 4 : OFFSHOEE STRYCTURE K ^ ^ ! ! ? F I L — J M 
The building is built completely on water with one side of the facade directly touching the shoreline. It also includes 
cases that are built on man-made platform extending from the main shoreline, so that the building is surrounded by 
water on 3 sides, with no obstruction from other buildings. 
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Being a place to be built on, water has a lot of unique characteristic that the land does not have.The calmness of 
water, the sound of water, the reflective surface of water, the dynamics of water... 
In this chapter, we will look into the architectural means which allow people t 
quality of water. 
1 experience the visual and tactile 
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PROVIDING COVER FOE WATERFRONT OPEN SPACE 
DATA ANALYSIS 
T H E RESPONSES OF BUILDING W I T H W A T E R 
2 ,2 ENHANCING THE VIEWS TOWARDS WATER 
* STRATEGY I : PROVIDING SLOPING DOWN SPACES TOWARDS THE SEA 
* STRATEGY 2: OPENING UP THE BUILDING 
* STRATEGY 3: EMSSRACING THE WATER 
'STRATEGY 4: EMBRACED BY THE SEA 
* STRATKG &N/IBVING THE OCFLAN BED 
2 .3 iMCREAStNG THE CONTACTING SURFACE W I T H WATBR 
‘STRATEGY I ; PROVIDING ACCESS TO WATER 
O STRATEGY INTERLOCKING THE LAND AND THE WAT® 
1 .4 ADDRESSING THE \ w r E R EDGE 
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PUBLIC SPACE ADJACENT TO W A T E R 
Introducing public space near water helps to establish meeting points along the coast where people < 
to water, capture the spectacular view towards water, hear the sound of water, etc. 
STRM-EGV I ; USING BUiiDiNG BLOCK TO HARK on:: AN OPEN 
I'LM Swtior. 
The boundary of the building block are situated in such a way to confine an open space adjacent to the > 
EXAAM£ I: CHURCH or SAN NICOLO DB AL£ND/COu,VENFC:£ 
STRATEGY 2 ; P R O V I D I N G c o v m FOR WATERSIDE OPEN SPACE Co i rup j . & QNTER, LUZERN 
To further enhance the quality of open space along the waterfront, sometimes, canopies are constructed to provide 
shading for the piazza underneath, so as to create a more comfortable and weatherproof environment. 
EXAMF>U I /VlUZieKCEBOUW BLAIHUFS.AMSUHOAM EXAMPLE 3: INSRINM OP CONTEMFORMRART, BOSTON 
ENHANCSNG THE V I E W TOWARDS W A T E R 
By controlling the visual focus of people, the astonishing view of the sea can be easily appreciated. 
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SIR/VREGY I PROVIDING SI.OPING DOWN SPACES TOWARDS THE SKA 
> 
EXMM£ I:MAMIMNYOUTH HOUSE, COPIF.NHAAN 
landscaping open space, which has the tendency 
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O P E N I N G UP THE BUILDING 
Since the placement of buildings at the waterfront may obstruct the sea view, to prevent the privatization of the 
view by tenants from a single building only, one of solution is to open up part of the building and allow public acc< 
to some areas that faces the sea. 
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SIRWEGR 3: EMBRACING THE 
Exm.ne. 2: COF‘E.NHACXN HmouR BATH, COIWHACEN 
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By embracing the water, inward looking visual focus on water can be created, which could j 
on the sea. 
£xaaip!£ h KASTRUP SEA BATH EXAMPLE 3:MONTMY BAY AQUMHUM, MONTMR, QUTORNW, U.S.A 
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STRATEGY 4; EMBRACED BY THH SEA 
In this case, the building is completely surrounded by water. 
Therefore, people in it would have a very strong feeling of being in ‘ 
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EXAMPLE 2: COPENHAGEN HARBOUR BATH, COPENHAGEN 
SLRATEGR 5 VIEWSNG THE OCEAN BED 
In allowing everyone to explore the mystery under the sea, even for those who do not know how to dive, some 
buildings are built under water with transparent facade. In this way, the astonishing undersea environment can be 
easily revealed to the visitors. 
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EXMINII 2: RIM CITY, CHICAGO 
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EXAMPLE I: CA'D'ORO, VH.NKC 
EXAMPLE 3: HOUSING SII.0, ROTWROAM 
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Here, the surface of contact between the land and the water is increases either on physical level, e.g.zlgzaging the 
shoreline; or on activity level, e.g. encouraging people to get into the water from land. 
STR/VREGV I PROVID ING ACCESS T O WATER 
A 
SIRARIGR 2; INTERLOCKING T>€ LAND AND THE WATER ExAmn 2: Rim C/rr, CH/GCAO) 
In this cause, either the land is extended into the water or the water penetrate through the land. In this way, the 
surface of contact between land and water is greatly increased. 
EXAA Rf: /;GuGY;r.NHaM MIMM, BHMO ExAm£ 3:Luiim CutruRE & CoNcnissES GNTVA LU2£HN 
By introducing the element of water on land side, visual 
connection between land and water is created. 
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,emphasize the existence of the shoreline, special architectural features is designed in this location. It 
awareness at the water boundary where we should admire for. In the following example, 
’ standing part i / in and partly out of the water, create an extraordinary experience at the 
waterfront. 
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icoMic FBATURE OF¥¥ATERFRDNT BUILDIMG 
Sometimes, to make full use of the advantages of the geographical location, not only do the waterfront building want 
to capture the best water view, but they also want to be easily seen by the people even from a distance.Therefore, it 
is not difficult to find waterfront architecture presenting themselves in a characteristic appearance. 
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WATER SPORTS: WVIHHING 
This construction can take c; 
the less mobile people. For those who want to swim, 
they can get into the pool that is contained by the round 
fencing; On the other hand, If people just want to enjoy 
the sea view, they can take the benches around the 
natural pool as well as along the parapet of the access 
walkway. 
This project allow people to enjoy outdoor sea 
bathing right at the city center and is a successful case 
of converting a industrial port area into a recreational 
waterfront. 
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In this Chapter, we will look into various construction methods for building in > 
3 J B U I L D I H G O N FILES 
• TYPE I : T MBER PILES 
•TYPE 2:STEEL PILES 
•TYPE 3:CONCRETE PII..B 
3 3 . 1 F L O A T I N G BUILDING 
STRUCTURE * TYPE 1: SMALL SCALE FLOATING STRUCTURE 
‘ “ •TYPE 2:VERY LA! E FLOATING STRUCTURE 
3 .3 A h P H I B I O U S _ i L _ G 
•TYPE I : FULL WET TYPE 
• TYPE 2 : SEMI-WFT/ OR^ Y TYPE 
•TYPE 3 : FULL DRY RVRE 
• TYPE 4 : STILTED TYPE 
WATER BUILDING 
PRE—CAST TYPE 
• CAST-iN»f'LACE TYPE 
EX iSTING STmJCTURg 
BUfLD ON EXISTING FLOATING STRUCTURE 
BUILD ON EXISTING FIXED STRUCTURE 
l U l L D I N G O N 
Building on piles is a kind of fixed marine constructlon.Their construction is relatively less expensive than 
equivalent floating berths. All fixed structure must be designed for vertical and horizontal forces. For example, 
upward forces caused by total submersion or the lateral force exerted by the water current. 
D E S I G N c o N s i D K R ^ n o w ; S I R U C T I M A I . GEOHFTP.Y 
The piles are arranged in rows or "bents" spaced 3 to 4m apart. A pile cap connecting all the piles in a bent runs from 
one side of the dock to the other and supports the stringers and deck. Lateral cross-bracing is used to resist lateral 
loads and provides stability and a sense of rigidity. 
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Fixed ivtinrf' The fixed wharf closely resembles a solid fill relieving 
“cturi:: platform,The fundamental difference lies in the fact that 
the fill of the relieving platform extends over the deck 
to provide additional weight for stability. Fixed wharves 
typically have high level deck in which the deck 
superstructure system is supported directly on piles 
arranged in transverse rows. A lighter deck is therefore 
acceptable and fewer piles are required since the vertical 
loads are greatly reduced. 
D B I G N CONMMMOH PNI. F O U N D A T I O N 
There are 4 typical pile types used in waterfront construction: timber pile, steel pile, pile and composite pile. 
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TVPE t i m b e r PiiES 
This is the most economical type of pile, however, their use is limited by their load carrying capacity, length availability, 
and susceptibility to deterioration. 
Compared with steel or concrete pile, they are relatively low capacity foundations. And for timber structure, rapid 
deterioration in the marine environment is a serious problem.Timber piling comes under the attack of insects, marine 
I borers, organic decay, and abrasion from boats and scour currents. Preservative treatment is required in most cases. 
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TYPE 2; STEEL PILES 
Steel piles are especially applicable to conditions that require hard driving, great lengths, or high single pile capacities. 
H.piles displace relatively small volumes of soil, they are more easily driven than other pile types and are commonly 
used to reach strong bearing strata at great depths. 
The length of steel pile is highly flexible, they can be easily joined or trimmed. Deterioration of steel usually take the 
form of rust.The damage can be relieved by making use of various coatings or cathodic protection. 
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TYPE 3: CONCRFJE P!LB 
There are basically two type of concrete piles, cast-in-place type and precast type. 
Precast type are more extensively used in marine installations 
High quality concrete piles are very durable and essentially permanent which would be entirely embedded in soil. 
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TYPE I SHALL SCALE FLOATING STRUCTURE 
EXAMPLE I: FLOAHNG PAVILION, GHONINCENJHE NKTHERLANLV. 




This lightweight floating pavilion is a setting for the city's 
performance festivals and the associated creative 
ventures. Supported on a concrete barge of 25m long 
and 6m wide, the pavilion can be towed by a tug along 
the canal network f rom city to countryside. 
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I floating home. 
There are basically four types of floating foundation: 
1. Log type: the oldest design 
2. Pontoon (floating pile foundation) type: most common 
and economical 
3. Scow and barge type: based on old boats and barges 
4. Box type: the best in terms of dwelling and general 
Mcf.st'-fl crat 
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Very large floating structures offer an alternative solution for birthing land from the sea. As a general rule of thumb. 
Mega-Floats are floating structures wi th at least one of its length dimensions greater than 60 m. 
There are basically two types of very large floating structures (VLFSs), namely the s e m submers ib le t y p e and the 
/>ii:, .>.:i?^ ',T_;VS fca Mega-Floats have advantages over the traditional land reclamation solution for space creation in the following aspects: 
• they are cost effective when the water depth is large (note that the cost of Imported sand for land reclamation in 
some countries has risen significantly and it may come a time that sand may not be even available from neighbouring 
countries), 
• environmental friendly as they do not damage the marine eco-system, or silt-up deep harbours or disrupt the tidal/ 
ocean currents, 
• they are easy and fast to construct (components may be made at different shipyards and then brought t o the site for 
assembling) and therefore sea-space can be speedily exploited, 
• they can be easily removed if the sea space is needed in future) o r expanded (since they are of a modular form). 
• the facilities and structures on Mega-Floats are protected from seismic shocks since they are inherently base 
isolated, 
• they do not suffer from differential settlement due to reclaimed soil consolidation, 
• their positions wi th respect to the water surface are constant and thus fiacilitate small boats and ship to come along 
side when used as piers and berths. 
their location in coastal waters provide scenic body of water all around, making them suitable for developments 
associated wi th leisure and water sport activities. • 
VLFSTYFE I: PONTOON TYPE 
In contrast, pontoon-type floating structures lie on the sea level like a giant plate floating on water. Pontoon-type 
floating structures are only suitable for using in calm waters, often inside a cove b r a lagoon and near the shoreline. 
EXAMPLE. I: BAMIM Fawm Horn, GRI-AT B/KMRN RE£HAUS7MIR\ 
This Hotel was situated originally at the Great Barrier Reef. It provides accommodation comprises of 200 rooms with 
en-suit bathrooms.The hotel offers various kind of recreational facilities, ranging from retail stores, library, to marine 
amenities such as diving, snorkelling, deep sea fishing, etc..There is a floating platform, consists of heliport, tennis 
courts and pool, that < 
Thft butldinu ifiwit on W4u.r 
The structure composes of three parts: the deck, the marina pontoon and the mooring system. " 
The mooring system is the component that anchors the building to the sea bed. It consists of a single po i n t 
mooring and a stern mooring. 
weight 
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Ai^ chor.^  bo'NV nnd c:<>»riix!rw<!l 
Single point mooring: 
It consists of six stud link chain legs attached to anchor bows.They were placed on the sea bed in a "spider" pat-
tem.The other end of the chains are attached to a 110 ton counterweight which is suspended, via a swivel, forming: 
mooring arm mounted on the bow of the hotel. 
Stem mooring: 
It includes two anchors attached to the other side of the pontoon. In ( 
the wind would blow it around in a circle after every occupant has evacuated. 
, i t would be disconnected and 
vV 
VLFS TYPE 2: S M H S M M M B I L TYPE 
Sem -submersible type floating structures are raised above the sea level by column tubes or ballast structural 
elements to minimize the effects of waves while maintaining a constant buoyancy force. 
The floating pavilion is constructed as a welded, cubic structure comprising the decks, lower hulls, columns and 
bracesThe sixteen columns on four horizontal buoyant foundations (lower hull) support the superstructure above 
them. 
Momrv The pavilion is fixed on the seabed 
• HtXiX-^iAi M<jy!-:r^ \(M! by sixteen permanent anchors. By 
lengthening or shortening each 
anchor chain, it can be moved 
• horizontally by up to 125 meters. 
This maneuverability enables the 
structure to adapt to weather 
severe natural conditions, 
Including typhoon. 
M o N ' c r n c n t o f i h s j — H o n o n P U n 
AIOFIFIV/R 
..VAWI. M<YTMT:VR: 
MoY<HYn»r»: o! th« puvision stsctioi^  
• • ^ R - C T ' ;;;; . 
(jrjiU, Swni b ftrgwi (ir,tk 
Buoyancy can be adjusted by pumping water Into or out of the lower hulls and columns.The height of the floating 
structure can be adjusted from surfaced draft, semi-submerged draft (20 meters), or to tow draft (5.4 meters).The 
12.5 meters to 15.5 meters in storm or typhoon conditions. 
Srruct'jrt^  of I>t^^ pivilion 
AHPHIBIOUS BUILDING 
TYPE 
Amphibious building gives a more dynamitic way to build in adopting to the changing climatic condition. Insteac 
of fighting against the fluctuations in water level amphibious buildings allow themselves to displace with or stai 
above the tide level.There are basically four types of amphibious buildings which are the " f u l l w e t " t ype , the 
" s e m i - w e t / d r y " t ype , the " f u l l d r y " type, and the s t i l ted t ype . 
"FULL W E T " TYPE 
For this type of amphibious buildings, they normally f loat , but can, in case of extreme low water level, fall dry ( 
foundation in the waterbed. 
£x/ ,I: SwiMMtNC POOL, LONDON 
> 
TYPE 2 : 'SMHWEI/ D K Y " T Y H I 
Jichonjritic $«cti<>n {()r/) 
This type is basically floating buildings that are surrounded by land so that they look as they are land-based.Although 
they look as normal as ordinary waterside building, they are capable of dealing with fluctuations in water level. 
T. WAI LMU A DI HOTF, TVr NT} HH HIAM J5 
p r 
Concept 
T M : 3; “FULL D F F ' TYPE 
The "Full dry: type is the exact opposite of the "full wet" type _ the building is usually support by a foundation, but < 
be risen with the water level and can floats when flood occur. 
EXAM-B L:AMPH!MU^ HCNM, N^WWAM\THE MCTHOUANDS 
P(x; fabric it c<i Mt d frnmcd living} <'icriu'«t da i^ In 2i>k 
(•ibzeid box ov<?f 
VVftf^ bricatw) ir.miwl TI'UF.R.FM, in^arwc) «nto huii 
Concn-tjj ituii • 
lnc(*2imd v»it!^ in huii 
1 i K H M s i j r i n n f o r h u l l n l w r u j n i : 
St«fi| cofuiYin rc&u-kt hiiil fY?tvve»niynt lo verilcjl pUne whs" flcritlnf, 
Fiic fou»d.itioi> v^th p^ ids oiuo ^ h^dt luill \vh.>A g>t>uljdi»d 
ExploiJiiiJ rfi r 
TYPE 3: “FULL DRY" rm. (Com) 
EXAWU. 2 :AWH;BKXK HCM£S, MASS'SCWMH, THE NETHEMTM 
Moorff^  ) poiit Schcmntic suction (dr; Scr»emnt;c. iettioM 
in Massbommel in the Netherlands. Each of the brightly colored homes are built on the hollow concrete cube 
base that is anchored to the land by a single vertical piIe.Therefore,the house would keep stable _ 
people would only feel the wave, but not to the extreme.All utilities, including electricity and wate 
the house through flexible pipes that allows each house 1 
TYPE 4 : STILTKD TYPE 
I ^ H H Stilt houses are elevated buildings which always stay above the tidal level. 
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a solution for building in river forelands, o r other flood-nsk areas. By raising the 
house itself above ground level, i t can cope wi th large fluctuations in water level, and therefore, greatly increases the 
number of potential building sites which are now deemed too risky t o develop. 
This design is situated in a polder-area in the Netherlands, where the recognizable dwelling-units stand out amidst the 
landscape.The almost product-like design is deliberately autonomous, wi thout a strong relation to the location 
underneath. 
The dwellings seek connection to the higher dike-level, f rom which they are accessible via a footbridge. 
A UNDERWATER BUILDIMG f> « » « A « 1 
Placing architecture actually in the sea allows people to appreciate the depth and the mystery of the sea. It enable 
them to experience a completely different world.To build under water, there are basically two ways of doing it. pre-
fabricated type o r cast-ln-place type. 
CONSTRlJCnoW: TYPE 
This is the most common way of construction for underwater architecture and it is more suitable for projects that 
small in i I that the components are of transportable sizes. 
ExAMPiP. 3: PosmoN UNomnA RrsQHT, FIJI 
EXAMFCE L.'KATIUUHA UNDER SBA OMEKVAIION Tow-fc«, KMSUURA, CNMA. JAPAN 
_  Ailr itI Vitl-V of lulxis 
EXAMPfP 2 ITHM UNDEHSEA feSWUSANT, RANGAUFINOlHU.MAimTS 
The cretire ;ruaure >& risncniblud in <s sh'^ ^atrl in PortJrtnd.: 
utn5)>t>fWi{} by ) heftvy..{ilt shi|> to hji. 
© ThejiC }>|:inj;5 keep the itructurc unul divftri c?ai pin iha hf>t4;i':i st^ tcil to iht> vt-.^ -. 
^ ^ Q\IUIM<T-. ptlmifK ('. clr|y«<! iiiw thft .wAikxir, 
# Tljc? whds? stj-ucvure tJien liAtinstod until iv sink? to the svS-sboi 
)fK» p!<:<e.ftncl thn.MiS small 
Afirits! vi>w of tt ;s meal rinr.^  omo ih« 
HAICING USE OF E X I S T _ G STRUCTURE 
CONSTRUCTION: CAST-IN-PIACE TYPE 
This type of construction method is commonly adopted in building that are larger in scale. Concrete piles and bases 
are cast on site. 
EXAMPTF. L:HR0R0P0U<: UNORMA'^CR HOTEL, DUBAI 
This project is 66 feet beneath the Persian Gulf. It is 
about 260 hectares, which is almost the size of Hyde's 
park in London. 
A/.WiVS 
As the environment under water gives different 
surrounding pressure from that on the land, the interior 
pressure has to be carefully controlled, and it should be 
kept at one atmospheric pressure. 
MAJNTENANCE FLEXIBLE STRUCTIMAL CONNECNON 
Maintenance is one of the critical challenge for underwater building. For some cases, repairing works have to be 
carried out under the water. But for some, the components of the building can be detached and moved on land to aid 
the service. 




To loosen the joint that connects each suite to Poseidon 's "spine," workers will close the watertight doors separating 
the guest module f rom the spine and then pump the joint full of seawater.As the hydrostatic pressure Increases inside 
the coupling, it wil l force the suite loose so tha t : 
BUILD ON exisriNG II-OATING rmuc 
EXAMPLE I:ASB, BUOAPEST, HUN'G/SKV 
Rciisjrtxoi at uppor <j«?ck 
A38. formerly a Ukrainian stone-carrying ship which built in 1968, is now converted into 
a concert barge moored in Budapest This modern, pleasant and dynamic cultural centre 
not only holds international music programs, but also provides home for various cultural 
activities such as professional meetings, film, literature, digital and even gastronomy 
Ct>nr.<n t Viinut ic>.»r- iJftck 
£XAMPI£ 2 ; R b t a u NT OPORTO, POMJCA 
.^nt'.r, TO KfsrMi?j N"^: 
A 
BUSLD ON EXISTING RXED STRUC NJRE 
FO ..W I-) : EXA^'NL I: KR<ARWS"OQR, AMSTCROAM, TI NAI MUSI-IIN 
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Kraanspoor (translated as craneway) is a light-weight transparent office building of three floors built on top of a 
concrete craneway on the grounds of the former NDSM (Nederlandsche Dok en Scheepsbouw Maatschappij) 
shipyard, a relic of Amsterdam's shipping industry.This industrial monument, built in 1952, has a length of 270 meters, 
a height of 13,5 meters and a width of 8,7 meters.The new construction on top is the same 270 meters long, wi th a 
width of 13,8 meters, accentuates the length of Kraanspoor and the phenomenal expansive view of the river IJ. Fully 
respecting its foundation, the building is lifted by slender steel columns 3 meters above the crane way, which appears 
to float above the impressive concrete colossus. 
Int.ffi'&isttrj i'if \--iw smj 
In this Chapter, the characteristics of the waterfront will be investigated both in urban scale, i.e. district by district; and 
in building scale, i.e. block by block. After a thorough understanding of the harbour situation, specific area could be 
picked for further exploration. 
T H E CURRENT V\/ATERFRONT SITUATION OF H O N G K O N G 
4 J T H E W/VRSRFI^ONT OF H O M G L I:?NG N B I I !L» !NG SCALE . 
— S E L E C T E D BUILEHNG CASES FROH ENTIRE H O N G K O H G 
•TYPH I : INSHORE STRUCTURE DEPARTS FROM THE SHORELINE 
•TYPE 2: INSHORE STRUCTURE TOUCHES THE SHORELINE 
» TYPE 3: OFFSHORE S TRUCTURE TOUCHES THE SHORELINE 
• TYPE 4 : OFFSHORE STRUCTURE DEPARTS FROM THE SHORELINE 
4 . 2 T H E WATERFHONT OF HOHG K O N G IN U R B A N SCALE 
Howii Intcr-Coriuncfrthsl Hory; K«ri ;. 
Shc^ rMii 
nthif IX) Ch 23 
Ittcirnsiri^ ' the c:ont<'-ctln|| -iurfiice v^ lth wucr 
Si»t t;ftgy \ • InwWockinx THTI iftncl d TBT. v>^ t«r 
The element of water is introduced in land by detaching the ' 
from the Building block of Hotel Inter-Continental, so as to c 
between the boundary of land and water. 
ue of star" 
ambiguity 
Rcfor mChl ! 
Oiutin;; ptjbiic vpACu to wausr 
StTAuqiy Building {>lock to rmrk off an <>}>ta> s^ aw 
Situated at the waterfront, the L-shaped building block of the Hong Kong 
I public space at the water side. 
Hwt Kong Giituj-al C 
O B 
T H E ¥ / A T E R F R O H T O F H O N G K O N G J N B Y I ? „ D I N G S C A L E … … … , 
Along the waterfront of Hong Kong, buildings give responses to water with little varieties. Most of them rely: 
the land side. Here are some selected examples that react relatively i 
T Y P E I INSHORE STRUCTURE DEB^RIS FROM THE SHOREUNE I R P E 3 ; W A T E R C O N T A C I ' I N G STRUCTURE W I T H DIRECT C O N N E C T I O N T O T H E L A N D 
TRTIE 2 : INS I IORE STRUCTURE TOUCHES THE SHORELINE; 
Rt^ s! Mon^  Kon^ Yicht Club. Causewajr Bc^y 
Here, the function of the building suggests how it should be articulated with 
water. In order to provide services for the yachtsmen, the building has to be 
constructed in such a way with edges touching the water. 
TYPE 4: O SHORE srmcrmB DEPART'S mem THE SHORBJNE 
HK Convfincitm m<i J-xhibitiod < 
Win Chai 
hioi Hi M,Ki:ii» .ift? Kisn^  
• V R R 
\ T H E W A T E R F E O H T OF MOHQ K O N G IN URBAN SCALE 
From the diagram below, we could see that along the harbour water edge, different segments of shoreline actually 
work quite distinctively from each other, with no smooth transition between them.Also, quite a large port ion of the 
waterfront area is used for transportation or industrial purpose, especially in Hung Horn and western part of Hong 
Kong Island. 
Pri>jin!rfi2?5::tii: «u(Jy of Nrn^rfrofit butJdinjji ilofig 
SITE I N V B T I G A H O N 
Here, a site in Horn Hung is chosen due to its location and its design potentials offered by the given condition. 
Location wise, not only do it connects the EastTsim ShaTsui Promenade to the Hung Horn Promenade, but also 
linking the East Railway Station to the Waterfront 
Design Potential wise, its unique geometry given by the shape of freight terminal and the underneath elevated 
highway condition offer the site with characteristic features. 
SELECTION 
• REASON FOR CHOOSING THE SITE 
5 .2 EVOLUTION OF THE SITE 
5 .21 HISTORY OF THE SITE 
5 . 2 2 CURRENT SITUATION 
• 5 ,23 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
5 . 2 4 ACTIVITIES TAKING PLACIE ‘ ‘ 
‘PRKUMINARY DESIGN REVEALED BY THE PLANNING DEPARTMENT 
5.3 PROBLEMS EXIST IN THE SITE 
• INCOHERENCE IN THE. PROGRAMME OF BUILDINGS 
• POOR ACCESSIBILITY 
• ViEW OBSTRUCTION BY THE ELEVATED ROAD 
• MASSING STUDY 
• SITE CONSTRAIN DUE TO FUTURE RAILWAY DEVELOPMENT 
DESIGN SCI-IEHE 
• DIRECTION I : “ O N PLAN" APPROACH 
• DIP.KTION 2 : “ I N SECTION" APPROACH 
J K S E L K C T i O N I ^ « X <f <!>, n !> » I <f w ft « « » » * « a ) 
The potential site is located at Hung Horn along the promenade. It is currently an industrial area, wi th the Freight 
Terminal and the International Mail Centre situated In it.There are several reasons for picking this site. 
:./:i>Y-A'iK TM;T Ziiii 
R l i A S O N FOR C!- raOS!N<i SITE: 
0 1 L o C A i i O N A N D PROGRAM OF T H E SHE 
Cultur.' ! bul!<iitm 
The site locates at the promenade junctions between EastTsim ShaTsui and Hung Horn. 
Ru,soN FCR CHOOSING THE snr: 
02 C LOSE BY A TRAN~!POP.TATION NODE 







The Hong Kong Coliseum and Hung Horn Railway 
Station are located nearby the site. At the beginning, 
only the East Railway Line run through Hung Horn 
Station. 
+ Wcsr RAIL L!N£ 
bv' 
After the introduction of West Rail Line, the Horn Hung 
Station becomes an interchange point. More and more 
people will be drawn to this area. 
+ S~ ·IATIN - C ENTRAL LINK 
~:·~-s.!. (·.~ : i 
In 20 12, another railway line, the Shatin-Central Link, will be constructed, more 
pedestrian flow will flush into this district. At the same time, the removal of the 
International Mail Centre and Freight Terminal will open up the promenade area 
· to accommodate for pedestrian uses. 
FU iURE ..• 
So, What should be done at the promenade In order to 
enhance people's experience in enjoying the harbour! 
Pools of water are-defined by the geometry of the 
man-made promenade. 
Pier was provided at the International Mail Centre. 
In the old time, the overseas postal matters are mainly 
delivered by water. However nowadays, the pier is not 
longer in use due to the substitution by air mail service. 
RPASOM FOR CHOOSING THE SRN:: 
03 UNIQUE INDUSTOAI CHARACTERISTICS OF T-HE SITE 
The pier of the freight terminal, which is in 'inverted L 
shape’, reaches out into the harbour so that this piece of 
land is highly surround by water. 
The railway extends to the Freight Terminal, which al-
lows interchange between transportation by land and by 
_ 1 
EVOLUTION OF THE SITE f « # ^ 
I ^ T : - ’ ‘ 
t (coiTspUitfxi in and idttjrfKitiixi !! Misit (IMC) Introdutttion of thivitw! hijphwiy iion^ ifut witenVont 
5 . 2 2 C U R R E N T S I I U A I I O N 
The following diagram describes several Important buildings currently exist at the site and Its neighbourhood, 
5.23 FUI DEVELOPMENT 
Cemr!? srosrs Hung 
H'>m to Kowloon 
Bny. fJi Frfi<?lK 
rriffu} NV.IY ftlso •  
1 roved tvway to free 
up <h(j whole <1! 
for other dcvd<’p' 
P M M < L H / M DESIGN REVEALED THE PIANNING DEPARTMENT 
The following part describes the design proposal suggested by the planning department at the site. It is mainly J 
commercial development that preserves the waterfront area as a piazza or park for the public to enjoy. 
Propoi^ d / i PrvA-idfrij Cc-nr.ecti-.;fi to 
Or^ de a? W.iwJrom 
Losv.P i }<et.-^ tl 
(Divk l.ftxd) 
l^ roi^ ovsdVcWtuiar Sf:fvicinj!Accc<s (At OradoJ 
RotAii Vsmw^ fl TFT U^ vci 
Pr'ipC'Sr-jl fVi:“ic.Wawr 'rcjnt 
Al Kirxfk X.I. /JiijnJttftfif. Poriii/fU 
l.ot jduft cf SCl.VcJUiintion 
VYswfiK^ nt. uiii.{ HAflwvf I'X^ pArtuiY Pomr. 
Rf;f3fl i Dinfnij Outirtr 
VVttfiO'/.'i froirv CJwiw:^  Xun^ KouJ XofAts 
l>rc [>ovj<J l)«‘:mc lition ^t Kamp m l-iihtr Ciul ol RyistingWalUvs'j/ 
Co.Kh PvH< to l>ft P rtC.«f…ju>T<j 
:S.i _ _ _|! 
A D V A N T A G E o f : T H E G O V E R N M E N T ' S D E S I G N PROPOSAL 
01 iMfWviNC Sim ACCBsmurr 02 CMRINC CMIM AXIS 
03 CKMIMG imuc ma: 
The planning is symmetrical along the axis of Hong Kong 
CoIiseum.This arrangement helps to address the import 
tance of the Coliseum as an crucial element in the area, 
and introduces hierarchy in the layout plan. ‘ 
The area adjacent to the waterfront wil l be open for the 
public to enjoy, and the surrounding developments has z 
tendency to step down towards the public space, leading 
people the way to the piazza. 
D I S A D V A N T A G E OF THE G O V E R N H E N T ' S D E S I G N PROPOSAL 
01 MONEY ORIVM DEVEIOPMENI' 02 THE VIEW IN FNONR OF THC PRO/'OSIO PIAZZA NOT IMMOVCO 
Although a waterside public space Is created, no r 
has been taken in enhancing the harbour view as 
an large visual obstacle. 
03 Lime RKWWSB wm WA!ER 
Developments are confined on land and the i 
kept untouched. 
v.. •'•<... 
PROBLEMS EXIST m THE SITE 
e « « t 
PROBLEM I INCOHERENCS IN THE PROGRAMME OF BUILDINGS RESPONSE ! : PROGRAMMATIC CONNGCUON 
70 ik- lNiHOfkS:i:l\ 
J( ;"I: 
PROBLEM 2 A : POOR ACCBSIBILITY - CONNECTION ALONG THE PROMENADE 
Ti i i !i.Nf-' ^Oi'J-i 
A[i;{K>»;;(li (<>o( b r i v prm'Uk.ii abov “ u rmmal to provi U-
pi$$t:rt)y t i ) looK over tiMiVictoria H^fbouf. 
(o ihf» \y.()m<risKl(». K h dilfu.uU to sKrvs. w r:ml 1: oniy 
Vicvy on i tw Vit jw froj-n tht j « i s tT i i i r i Shu Tsu( pixsnu-iudo 
P R O B L E M 73: P O O R ACCESSFSIUIY - PROM I N L A N D TO WATERFRONT IN PERPENDICULAR 
TIV LII-OM UMF'XI 
TO TMfi' RR^IMIMTFC 
trutki occupy" ;; tl^ e '\<\ r^onr. of (hij podJuni love.l of lun j^ Korj^ j Coiiri«;in» 
V:cvy$ from the podaini cvol of Hon Konj; Cohscuiri to^virds ihti ivatMt t^itnw, 
A I 
f>ir« ! \<am shoDUl tw to conntKt thu pOiSium of ihtj Hon^ i Kon Com<i-si 
51.1^ ,ftst a tenflcncy (or the ptfcicstrian to nitn-c towards the hnrbour side. 
1 CO th« jtixxiiu! ol (hf» lrt?igtjt UfT-vriisl, ThI; 
RESPOND?; 2 A ; E N H A N C I N G T H E c o N T i N u n R o!:: THE ? IV :MB4A 'OI I 
Piwnnim ihoijld l» i)rx)vi(l«) »!«i.5 ilit i>ix)niflud.; i:.> . io.ai pit <!(!4P to tli<i hiirbour 
RESPONSI 2 B pROViDEi D I R K T A C C B S ^ R O H SF's! L A N D T O T H E PROMENADE AT G R O U N D LEVEL 
V I E W OES T R U C N O N THE ELEVAVKD R O A D 
/ I ' 




As this part of the freight terminal reaches out into the harbour, constructions taking place here may cause visual 
obstruction to the neighbourhood.Therefore, the scale and height of the built-form should be carefully controlled. 
O T H E R S : MAS^IING STUD 
4 
I 
* T * 
H 
r M^ In this location, since there are existing buildings situated behind acting as a backdrop, larger flexibility in building mass 
could be offered for any future development, without hindering the panorama. 
OTHERS: MASSING s r u o r 
SRR WO• : 
J 
^ U U i 
1 
i Horn iiv.il Ts:!m SluTsui 
J - A 
H 
um. thp hnrbour vi.rw biotked by } up )pj i r t : o{ M»il <. 
In the existing situation, the building bulk of the International Mail Centre causes serious visual blockage towards the 
sea. On its removal, the view will be opened up, and the bridge would remain as the only obstacle. 
OTHERS: MASSING siuor 3 
O T H E R S : SITE CONSTRAINS D U E T O FUTURE RAHAVA DEVELOPMENT 
Qi SHifT tN FOSmON Of THE RAMVAY UNES 02 AVOID GASHES WITH THE VNOBIOROUND RAIL COMMUCNON 03 T H £ PROWS/ON OF VENVLAHVN TOWERS 
tn order to cwmm’c!nto for tht: n«w Stwtlvf ccntn! iink.)i new «xm 4i c»f i)Urforrn 
provKlttcl adjac:t>ftr. tr, riw old oat . 
Tho of Hun;j Horn saiiwn m tlie fuuirc 
from tiic c<»n«f\jctl<>n of the nuvs> ail linu^ thQ wdwinjj ixiuww will undwjjo tdjusiinciu as woti. ID fu(vir«,ititlu! ail 
vvi{! go iimiftrn^nrf {r>»i«l« cei-minni .Tht5n>for«i. nny msvv construction {sbov« g»x>un<l should not. clAsh with tmrfftr rotmd 
To itipport tl o op«r4ttcm of the underground rnitwny ip t rm TiqvciTil s-cndtiuun towtrs vjilt he 
iiUKillrtcl rmarby waitiofhTwo tov/ftrs prof>oi;t?d o Ifxuiwd in of ti Hon ^(^Z 
COLIIT'.INY 
, v» w >> 4 A . 
\ « V ' > 
DESIGN SCHEHE 
To propose the master planning for the whole site, two distinct design directions have been explored in order t 
response to different sice issues. 
DiREcnoN f : " O N PLAN" APPROACH 
The railway lines on the freight terminal suggest very 
strongly a direction from the station to the 
promenade, and this tendency can be used to guide 
pedestrian from inland to the harbour side. 
PKO— : : 
RT:SR<INY ' r/'f f^ iT. R,MY. 
01 S - m E H m m n m Q ACcessmJunT: 
TO RM I^ROHV.HAM-




mi^m Vii»w fi-xvAi fWfJiuHJ of }•{.< Coii.-^ &iim to th«> 
D I R E C T I O N 2 ; I N SBCHOH'' APPROACH 
COHCUMI^. SFXIK-TI 
ihu hnrbmic from <!" podium !<?v«ji of HK Co}iA<nmi. dift 
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OKICM INUAHIJIJ 
ThA “ ! 
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3 Inycrs of cor^ sntuiticms nro ijuroduced ro die it 
ITRIJN-ITLU'I^ THA INND AMI WATER RIIITI«MH:P.A ;;O»:T (ICLPI IX) IVAIKV. TISC 
visual distiifbnn?:« of the clovAtcd br'sd^ c. jirsde HK Coliseum tiljjnrnent Oj>scH-vitk>!> nt i Icvoi 
H 
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OIIK !RJAI MUKFKNUR VIHW w.M r SR'A T^I: 
NIR'/J I !:FI fifiiTXrf " '-rj?.?! I 
Or! ir>«i!y. tlie w<Uir brici^ ,^  sp&t:^  c}rry$ no s:p<:dni 
funci.i»nK otl^ ftr tbm supporting thts bridga t.bwt >• 
no Kpftdsi 
remain j^ ji visual obsiructioft. 
By unJicr tbtt isr 4»fi^  v 
fi;oct!on iA giv.fn co iba orfhj.ii l:?ftxi\'<;r ipo.ctf. 
1N & C N O N ” APPROACH ( C o 
) | SiRENOTHEcNINC ACCESSU^fttTY At 
NT.) 
_ rROriSHADE S m ^ H c r m T - m Q accsssiE^IUTV m o M LAND TO r m PRomHABB 
Utj<L«r l>ri<lg«» ! }>«:« Ik <orw«aec} im«> <orii t:ti‘>" 
Tho H for }>c<lostrlni> tunjv? 
Tijtf- tnip.spiirent blix:k jxx)v»ck»s linenwi cir<iii:itioL^ x> 5;irti j n tht- from inl'ami 
(MNT PF^TMOUS MC'KAVM 02. 
)ut of ihe middle block crcj^ tes open s^ wce i 
cw! W tho proiriwadc icv 
s puopii? from the 
-.VPS .^ {cwsnr (ITICK A prx>vsdud 
t»rid«?« Side hoips to ni:rjhr:)V, 
ibsufuction o» the bri<luc 
•.nry hdjjhi, it :s sail higl^  i t iciticn i P!atfcnw$» which ivftnt5t.«?tcs through the piCf? .t the pro-rrcnrsde. is provided to conp.ect the rf^br^d t 
ihe prosrienado 
r t A r ! : n o c r … “ 
DIRECTION 2; 
KT.'T/ ! LIPLOVFU^IF: 01 
DESIGN PROPOSAL IN MASTER PLANNING LEVEL 
O v E R V i E W THE MASTER 
6 ,2 DETAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE MASTER PLAN 
• ZONE 1: INSERTION OF TRANSPARENT BUILDING 
» ZONE 4; LANDSCAPING PIAZZA 
• ZONE S: INTRODUCTION OF NEW FUNCTION AT THE UNDER BRIDGE AREA 
• ZONE 7: STEPPING DOWN DECKS 
» ZONC 8 IN-WATER BUILDING - SPORTS FACLL.LTIES/ PERFORMANCE STAGE 
- M O D E L VIEW 
THE MASTER PLAN 11? 
Here suggests a design proposal of recreational complex. 
It contains various zones which serves for different activities. E.g. a museum to celebrate the railway history, floating 
buildings for swimming or performance, parks for jogging, etc. 
In designing the layout plan of the proposal, different building strategies are applied in response to the waterfront 
condition. Besides, the building masses are layout in such away i 
EXPLANATION 
I.The railway museum • with observation tower facing 
3. Downward sloping ramp connects to the pier 
4. Modified downward sloping'promenade 
5. New connection under the bridge 
6. Movable stalls converted from cargo containers 
distribute along the railway track 
7. Deck facing the promenade 
S.The floating swimming pools/ performance stages 

























I^ESCRSPTION OF THE MASTER PLAN 
ZONE I: INSBRVON OF RNANSEAR^NR UTMDING 
The building here contains two main functions. 
First, as mentioned before, since the building mass locates between Hong Kong Coliseum and Hung Horn Bypass, it 
could provide a screening effect to soften the visual obstruction caused by the bridge at the promenade. A t the same 
time, the building is transparent so that observers from inland could still discover the harbour behind. 
Next, the building provides interna) circulation to, on one hand, reconnect the inland and promenade at different level; 
and on the other hand, brings people up to a high level observation point 1 
ZONE 4: UND^CAFINC PIAZZA 
Here, a landscaping open space, which has the tendency to incline towards the sea, is created.The downward sloping 
characteristic not only allows the passerby to view the harbour more easily, but also encourages people to touch the 
H'CHIR r " r WKD^NC: 
REFF^JTENO MUHEKGEBOUW BIMHUIS, AMMMAM 
This concert hail consists of a 24-metre-high window o 
capturing the spectacular, panoramic vie 
of the skyline. Hanging terraces enable patrons to enjo> 
view at different levels.Also, thanks to the copious 
glass, a large part of the public section of the interior c; 
be easily seen by the surrounding area. 
Q<KO OHRA HOU'>R, NORWF.C'^W 
M/XF^IR/^R YOUTH COPTNHACCN 
_ 1 
)IR 
THE PRDSR-CCNV.^: MW: 
t(>vv:K<l5 tUi pxxni. in ffX)ni; of Hwz Koi^ g CoJivcjum 
ZON£ 5: iNTROOUCTlOf^ Of NEW rUNCHON TO THE UNDER BmCE ARE/, 
The structure under the bridge can be reinterpreted to provide a new covered walkway for pedestrian.And apart 




K.nnm{>oof on tixiWiiiZ 
S m ' f I N G DOVv'N DECM 
Downward sloping water-facing deck is provided at the tip of the pier, so that people staying there can, on one 
enjoy the harbour view; and at the same time, look back towards the promenade site. As this area is relatively i 
remote, it would be suitable area for people to meditate and appreciate the calmness of the sea. 
MU7IEKCEB0UW BIMHUFS, AMSRMOAM 
ZONC. 8 iN-WAm BUUDiNG “ SfOm PAOUms/ fmORMANa STAQZ 
It is possible to make use of this pool of water to provide facilities that allows people to engaged in water. Although, it 
may not be possible to allow people to actually get into the harbour water due to hygienic reason, Floating buildings 
can be introduced so that people would have a sense of being in water. 
These buildings can perform as swimming pools or performance stages, according to different occasions. 
Swimming pool is chosen as one of the building function because originally, many people already used to exercise 
along theTsim ShaTsui promenade, by introducing water sports into this area, the variety of sports activities can be 
widened and more people would be encouraged to participate in it. 
And the choice of functioning as performance stage is inspired by the existing land form of the promenade. Since this 
harbour area Is surrounded by the land on 3 sides, it forms naturally a visual focal point which is suitable for perfor-
mance to be taken place. 
tLOAflNC (HMOFNC _C.H O^M RJNCVOML RUXHIHJN: 
RmHENCE RCFM-NA SWIMMING POOL, iONOON , 
RMNRNX HOATTHC. P UON, GMNINAN 
Duo vo etiul tidal currcrcs r\nd dubious byi^ icne River Tliamcs ii 
loncloi^  in uinuitJibiu for biii?:inj|. 
Th«rcfoit:.-j flontinj rtruci.urc is |>roYi'k«i Jis hciikiys 
.'iwimmtng rmd :iss:or.i:^ ti?d The moviiHs* poc^ l floor sllows 
idjustuncnt in xh-i pool dcptivh: on i-io be easily cor»vc r.:c<l to n dry 
floor or p^orw diick. 
/ 
{ 
This fioiuris pavilion vm (ii-lnnwd -.is . itiigt for varioyi m and fin towed to different locidons.Thc 
coficnne baift heu^ ftK <trti.fl:;n?, roosr^ K. S;)nli»ry isciiitJes and xe^ ^^ i^ modritbii br t 
top Hi;ffjic« forms thu svith wjau provi<{{><l. 
TNn Pc.«SPr(:"nV£ VJf.vV 
M o o a VIKW 
t (hi> po-.i(tmi of Hon^ Kxjriij Coil.S'^ iiYi View fxjni ih!» u;- of \>nir of tht! 
DESIGN SCHEHS FOR A Z O O M - I N AREA: IN THE HARBOUR. 
T f « CURRENT SSTUATION AT THE FREIGHT 
THE DESiGM CONCEPT 
7.2 Dir'FKR.EICr /UmANGEMEfCr 
OCCASIONS 
BARGES TO SUIT DIFFERENT 
7 3 
7A 
DETASL 'DESIGN K M POOL FLOOR 
A i t DESIGN OF THE COMPONENT COMTAINING THE CHANGSMG ROOM 
CAFE 
• PLAN, SECTION AND ELEVATION 
• STRUC AL.. SYSTEM OF THE BUILDING 
» FACADE EXPLORATION 
• MODEL VIEW 
CURRENT SITUATION FREIGHT TERHINAL A N D THE DESIGN CONCEPT 
Here, one of the region in the site is chosen for further development, which is the harbour area closes by the 
promenade. Floating buildings would be built inside the water, and they can be easily rearranged to offer functional 
flexibility. 
In order to commemorate the industrial characteristics of the site, barges, which are currently used in the freight 
terminal, are chosen as the design base for the construction of floating buildings in the future. 
In this way, after the redevelopment of the waterfront, visitors could still find some traces of history. 
Ow/fjNvNrs ijii-i) j.v riii mi 
i„ ,f„, ..xistjng t i tanic -ra-iy IMI^ C-I & rermiiui. Ti (w no . 1 wUh t.) d snods tnm <h<i i 
ifiips. or vice veria. 
THE OMILNT PJNCWN 
Or rm 
IM Sw'.-riiriH^ i^  Pool 
+ 
s 
The barges are the main body for the design.They perform either as swimming pools or performance stages. 
This flexibility in functions can be achieved by applying specially designed mechanism. 
The pontoon contains the supporting facilities for swimming and performance to be carried out. 
<>{ fioAcini jiwimm…H pool Thtf opffnin^ cefeftiof^ y «f EascAsIs 
fltutmjj peifoniuncti ttijc convencJ froin j>on(:ooris. 
IAFFISAMI 
\ <>:>iv:?V MV.Srr^ NV' .^'- • 
TII * aa H im: tori bcHiiat^ ti thf! dtH.^ jry c I ^ i. 
4 DIFFEREMT AEI1AM.GEMEMT OF THE EARGKS TO SUIT FOE D RENT OCCASIOMS 
FOR SWIMMING: 
Tlii? barrets «>r«'.uj>y chi» (X)oi:i ofwadir dj n< d by Khe edji^  of freight 
tci-minnl.Thff twiiriminj; pjois {in nvhliu) nrc }>laccd pt^ nllo! lo ihe 
prcNfjennJo so thnt the harbour viow can be t^pHirsd more fully. 
Ut Uhs $w:t‘tv, ibti pf>«Kf>oi5 (irt iA by i>vo t Y‘/ivu:fV, 
pools. And part of ihcs piatform of tJje pontoon cjm be utftd hr ct^ rr/ing 
out innll {>cHomunce to entem:n ihft s*vimmcrs. 
AS SUPF^RXI FOR THE EVENTS OCCUR ON THE FIEK 
H 
TBI coniponemii -j-'t Jincc! u]> to MXR^AK new CiMmsKtion nbnjj th« 
pro) 
O'jfjfig Y<>«k!ndi‘ six>rts. which XW. tr:jmJi>nrm<! frx)nt «ir o coriiaintirK. 
jnovft nloni tht? t^ ilw^y tnck zsA iine up m. th«» piftr 
pier prcA'idf Auppoi-t. \or th<i fftir, 
2IR 
Til componi?nr.$: fM»V/? l iioeftrly cawnlk co oikft pbc«. 
1 mtiin iU^e wh:te) w:th n 
{»n r^ey). 
As AN EXTENSION Of THE EXISTING PIEK 
B 
An riit<?nintiv<» cjrrcsn^ ertieiK fi>r ptsrlonnnrsa? « 
l>inti£?riTi *v:tJi din«?j"eni propoftsoo. 
INSCRHON of forth i>vea: 
• : ^ 
By iferthinjf thf <on^ j>iXientK M (h{> of twrminiii. }>li»r is; By 
vvhlch alijr^s xbt to Air ftr xov/A' jj.', (h»> (ufbour. th«* 
•yit more ft>*«r of liTri to die ori tria *thrtit! k:j^ »r 
i wTiti* - r»>U(ion$!)!p co«!4 bft w r:c.hcuJ [-nxh t^n 
A_ 





In order to allow the switch in function of the floating buildings, special design is adopted at the f loor pool floors so 
that their position becomes adjustable.The following part explains how the movable pool floor could be operated to 
suit for different circumstances. 
SCHEMATIC SECTION FOR THE FUNCTIONAL CHANGE IN THE BARGES 
Wiif.n iwidii paforrtKirKC, life pcjol ^oon Irftci up to Sfctf^  ii3 
Tb« pontoon. futwilon A XTAJJC SUPPON. I I COJIRWCTCD I:O IRIJIIN STJI-IO ! • … PCRLONR-OR^ CIM IT-OVO from THE BR.CKSRIFC TO the PRCF'NNTION 
tt)CiiT« ! th« platiori?i«. , 
Th« towir <:ofstti!n$ control ixxm fw it; Jil.w anisji w^fi ilH i^i-'ig vy • 
MNM Va-W - Moof.1 Vifiw -
Top vifrtv of thft mod«} o m of th<? Kwirnmirig tirr-ft . icniurlo Top viftvv f)f dm rnodiH showing on ft of pftrlormriiKrf tJmft ^c imftrio 
:it cho jhfjIojtninKC 
M 
DETAIL DESIGN FOI^ THE MOVABLE POOL FLOOR SYSTEM 
U.}''.!! 
•‘/rvi si do | U dry :!i<)c 
1 plat” 
To tJi'lnen he dctor, ih« r«itrn«:tioi> 
plaw m p^inj-jcs on ih« jjs^Kcu, AO that the 
jaskci ar« fully r(:i:rit:wj<}. 
H>I.Cl--iANISM OF M O V A a i l r - D O L R..OOR 
The system consist of 3 groups of hydraulic cylinders. 
M/f u M H£tC-Hr 
KM'M: 
# r — — M I, 
"-WaimJ t dor^ r 
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Thtj .nd group ol hydr^uiif. cy!inc)<!r$, contrAct: ki? tlut. 'n) !<rd group i:rt>ctei< 
MAX AUVv! Hn( Hr 
K'IISRM 
Thi5 5rd roup of xyMnrs i\ti llfctKf up 40 thti pool ilonr mdi^d V.i n j^ibn?. i>osition 
7 Ticket 
n i l I r i~n I I Q 
Pi:im. 
-room 
T T T T I OT_ a 
I 
PIMSY FL/X-H F'IF'K 
DETAIL DESIGN OF THE COHPOMUT CONTAINING THE CHANGIMG ROOM AND CMB 
This supporting component is constructed on an existing pontoon. 
It is a simple two-story building that contains changing rooms and offices on the ground floor, and a cafe on the upper 
The wooden deck and facade of the building create a contrast with the original metallic appearance of the 
pontoon. Also, the wooden f loor provides a mild surface for the swimmer to step on without wearing shoes. 
Whftn \i\t floor is av 
$1 wnl1& cnn bo o p M ihac the cafe 
$paco cnn be extended ouisido. 
Thci chnur* r>! ih( vo" nn 
ciKiottid envircif^ i'Tonc t^ui ic be utcd 






STRUCTURAL SYSTEM OF I M BUILDING 
The whole structure is supported by a steel skeleton covered with wooden facade. 
When comparing the facade treatment for the two floors, the lower floor Is more enclosed so as 
level of privacy. 
On the contrary, the upper floor is highly transparent with glass wall forming the climatic border. 
I higher 
w ‘' 
Os-^ f^. J A t the upper and lower part - Strip size: 75mm, gap size: 75mm 
In the middle • Strip size: 75mm, gap size: 25mm 
Widor oponlnj; nt iha top 
I balance between natural ventilation and privacy protection, the building fecade is studied by 
varying the size of the wooden strips and the gap between them. 
FACADE EXPLORATION; 
Uniform size of wooden strips and gap 
Strip size: 75mm, gap size: 25mm 
Uniform size of wooden strips gap 
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